YOU WILL NEED:
- Cardboard, Foam-core, or colored matting board
- Color Printer (that is hooked up to your computer)
- Glitter paint (optional)
- Glue, either spray adhesive, or white craft glue
- Hole-puncher
- Scissors or hobby knife
- String, yarn, or ribbon

SEVEN SIMPLE STEPS:
1. Printing - Start off with downloading the files and printing them out on your computer. I suggest using one of the photo-friendly programs like Adobe Acrobat. I prefer a heavy glossy photo paper so that the color is bright and cheery.

2. Backing - Next, cut a piece of board (cardboard, matting board or thin foam-core) to the same size as the print out. Matting board is nice because you can get it in solid colors (like red or black) so that the edges are not white.

3. Mounting - If you are using canned spray adhesive, flip the color printout over and spray the back, then place onto the board. If you are using white craft glue, squeeze onto the board, then even out the glue with your finger or squeegee.

4. Cutting - Using either scissors or a hobby knife, cut out the picture loosely around the image. Try to leave about 1/4-inch of white around it, with a little extra at the top for the hole to string the hanger through.

5. Hole-Punching - With the hole-puncher, put a single hole near the top of the ornament. Don't get it too close to the edge, you don't want the hole to tear!

6. Hanging - String yarn, cord or string through the hole to make the loop for hanging. You could even add a hook to the loop if necessary.

7. Sparkling - With a glitter-glue pen, you can add sparkly highlights for a nice final touch. Jumping June-bugs! You've done it!
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